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We are in nature, closeup to the ground. 

New prefix used for the first time, in this report: TE. means tertiary element or third level element, 
just like SE is found from investigating IE, TE is found from investigating SE. 

With this target we are close to ground. We are in a natural environment, there is swampy water 
that is shallow not deep, interesting rocks or metals under the water. Some fuschia pink color 
background, there is also a pink non-solid color floating in the air, this pink element has got several 
yellow-white sparks or embers of light on it. 

No humans detected. No buildings or houses. No vehicles and no electronics detected. No animals. 

Plantlife is detected in the swampy water. Also a metal ring structure that encircles the central 
target site. 

Summary: We are in a natural region and not in a manmade human habitat. There are no large 
buildings or structures such as houses. There is swampy water on the ground which gives the main 
emphasis of the target identity, in the water are water plants and some rocks or metals just beneath 
the surface, the water is not deep. The water could also be a pond encased by a black ring structure. 
There are some short trees on the right side shore. Also see elements listing and drawing for more 
of the details. No humans or animals were detected, no electronics, we are not at the ocean and we 
are not in the air or sky and the elevation is mostly very close to the ground at the water's surface 
near the plants. 

1:11 PM End RV. 

I give this session a grade F. 

Image source https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Umm_ar-Rasas_Allahoun_JO_1.jpg
Image link https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/5/5d/Umm_ar-
Rasas_Allahoun_JO_1.jpg/800px-Umm_ar-Rasas_Allahoun_JO_1.jpg

1:13 PM End session. 

ELEMENTS

3. IE. Swamp with mud, water plants and water. 
T. There is a yellow solid flat sheet floor underneath the water. 



P. There are some black rocks underneath this water. 

2. IE. Object such as black oval stone that is dropped or falls into the swampy water. 
T. Touching it shows me the land around it, where a large black or dark gray round ring (shaped like 
a loop so that it has vertical width but is thin in thickness) which surrounds the perimeter of this 
target site. 
P. The pink color sits just above it. 

2. IE. Pink colored haze, diffuse not a solid object. 
T. Fluid, more like a color sheen, not a solid object, is evasive and scatters. It has a flavor like 
strawberries or soft ice-cream. 
P. There are yellow light pixel sparks within this pink. 

2. IE. Several little yellow-white fireflies or sparks or embers of light moving around a bit in the air. 
T. These turn out to be attached to a metal surface and are not flying in the air. 
P. Feels like we are in a free-flowing natural environment, I sense no manmade structures within 
this space or region. 

IE. Soft water plants. 
T. Are surrounded and covered a bit by water. We have a sinking feeling down into the water, we 
can go a bit further down under the surface of the water (emphasis map). 

IE. Metal pieces or rocks also that are slightly under ground. Gray color. 
T. They were not set there, they are natural. 

SE. Flat yellow sheet floor under a short distance down of the water. 
T. This is a glare like from a light reflection and we should not worry about it. 

SE. Dark gray or black metal-like large ring with vertical width and thin thickness which surrounds 
around the central target site. 
T. Orange heat exists just above it following the perimeter of the ring. 
P. The water splashes upward, like the whole ground that exists within this ring, when I touched the 
ring that whole region within the ring buckled upward into a convex shape then calmed back 
downward again, and as it buckled up the water in it splashed up a bit. The ring feels coarse in 
texture along its inner wall, coarse like natural stone and not smooth or polished. 

2. TE (tertiary or third level element). Orange heat exists just above the metal ring. 
T. We should not worry about it, the main thing here is the swampy. 
P. The water swampy is just beneath it. 

3. IE. Fuschia colored background. 
T. Bouncy, soft, thick object. 
P. The yellow exists on it (possibly light?). It has got those rocks and metal underneath it below. We 
are in a beautiful garden, there are also some low garden-like trees, it looks very Zen. There is 
BEAUTIFUL trickling water beneath this color, I saw it as a "visual" and also felt it, this was a very 
beautiful "magical and religious" experience of true and pure beauty that RV sometimes makes from 
out of the simplest things. 



SE. Trees that have similar build as the swamp water plants, thick bulky rounded shapes, not very 
tall, but are on the right side on the "shore" of the water region. 
T. They feel wet from cold water. 


